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Taiwan miracle number one in the world
Taiwan National Defense Taboo-1
1. Taiwan has not experienced war in 64 years, but there are 295 active-duty
general officers and about 2,600 retired general officers.
2. The ratio of active generals to standing soldiers is 1:169
Taiwan Ministry of National Defense announced the draft amendment to some of
the provisions in the " The Enforcement Rules of Act of Commission for Officers and
Noncommissioned Officers of the Armed Forces". Its main amendment is to change
the effective date of the regular promotion of officials from the current twice a year
to once a month. The reason for the correction is "The right and duty are equal, and
the morale is improved." We would like to ask the Ministry of National Defense,
does Taiwan general has no morale without monthly promotion? The reasons for the
amendment made all Taiwanese feel ashamed!
The general officers of the United States and Israel need to go through various
crisis management and actual combat experience on the battlefield before they had
the opportunity to be promoted to generals.
However, the general officers in Taiwan, they have not experienced war in 64
years, in order to get promoted quickly, they can actually use various training
exercises get credit and got points, and wear medals all over the chest. In contrast, it
really makes the people of Taiwan feel ashamed.
People who have served in voluntary service or compulsory service in Taiwan are
well aware of the military of ROC always do nothing but shift responsibility onto
others and shirk the difficult work, and create the false appearance of full combat
power. The military strength of the United States and Israel ranks among the best in
the world, but the proportion of generals in Taiwan is actually twice as high as theirs,
Taiwan has 295 general officers.

We would like to ask the people of Taiwan, is such a number and ratio of general
officers a reasonable modern defense system? No government in the world would
put a soldier on a 4-month service in the standings because that would be selfdefeating. Why are all the defense ministers unwilling to take this matter seriously
and do a thorough Defense System Reform?

Taiwan is an outdated military thinking that is vulnerable in terms of strategic
direction and tactical deployment. Taiwan outer islands troops on the front line:
Kinmen, Beigan, Nangan, Tungchu (East Juguang), Hsiju (West Juguang), Dongyin,
Penghu, Pratas Island and Itu Aba Island / Taiping Island are each equipped with how
many FIM-92 Stinger (with a range of 4,800 m) ruler)? The number of front-line
troops assigned to most outer islands is still zero!
Are the effective range and destructive power of M72 LAW (range 200 meters) and
Kestrel anti-armor rocket (range 300 meters) BGM-71 TOW (range 3000 meters) and
FGM-148 Javelin (range 2500 meters)? Why so far Still not distributed to the first-line
outer island troops and the garrison troops on the island?
The general officers of the Taiwan army really don't know - is it weakening the
self-defense capability of not giving the front-line garrison adequate defensive
weapons? At present, the troops on the outer islands are still required to use M2E50
and 20mm Revolving Cannon to intercept the invading enemy planes and landing
boats. When will the grassroots brothers of the national army have stinger missiles
and javelin missiles carried by individual soldiers to effectively deter and destroy the
invading enemy?
In Taiwan, the general officers really don't know? If not provide enough
defensive weapons to the front-line garrison appropriate, the national defense
capability becomes weaken.
For the present, the People's Liberation Army (PLA) owned the surface-tosurface missiles and the rocket-assisted projectiles by newly developed GPS-guided.
After the first wave of thousands of missiles and rocket-assisted projectile attack
Taiwan, 70% of all military facilities and weapons in Taiwan will be destroyed, in
addition, the planning and tactical thinking of the Taiwan Ministry of National
Defense for the establishment of the army over the past few decades has completely
ignored the assessment of the war damage and recovery of the island of Taiwan
after the outbreak of the attack on Taiwan.
Taiwan Ministry of National Defense officials should tell the Taiwanese and
give them proper training, because "the national defense of the Republic of China is
of all-out national defense" is not just a slogan, but how the Taiwanese should face
the second round of PLA military attacks?

From the Russian-Ukrainian war, we can find that there is no so-called
difference between the warfront and home front in modern warfare, during the war,
civilians are more vulnerable to enemy attacks and injuries than soldiers!
Taiwan Lily Justice Association (TLJA) hereby tells all the general officers in
Taiwan not to say how hard and dangerous your work is, because once a war breaks
out, the casualties of the civilians will be several times that of the army. Besides, on
an ordinary day, are there no dangers for the police and firefighters on duty?
Every year, the Taiwan general officers only deceive the people of Taiwan and
the President, demanding the purchase of expensive aircraft, submarines, warships
and other gorgeous technological equipment, however, when the war broke out, the
people of Taiwan were be sacrificed!?
The saddest thing for the Taiwan taxpayers is that they spend hundreds of
billions of tax dollars every year to build a national defense system. However, how
many Taiwan general officers only care about promotions and fortunes and publicity,
and they don't think about building training and
combat readiness in modern warfare.
Could it be that the urgency of the reform of the Taiwan military organization
and equipment is not as urgent as the urgency of the promotion of general
officers?
In Taiwan, the average soldier can reach the threshold for promotion to major
general at the age of 47, can apply for retirement after a year of promotion . However,
the average life expectancy of Taiwanese citizens is over 80 years old, which means
that from the day they are promoted to Generals, Taiwan taxpayers need to pay an
average of about US$1.4 million or more in pensions per general until their death.
TLJA hereby appeals to the people of Taiwan stand by us to ask the Ministry of
National Defense before April 18, 2022 to withdraw the amendments of 'the monthly
promotion of generals' in " The Enforcement Rules of Act of Commission for Officers
and Noncommissioned Officers of the Armed Forces "!
The people of Taiwan should educate their general officers about the meaning of
"Duty, Honor, Country"!
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